Modulating luminescence of Tb(3+) with biomolecules for sensing heparin and its contaminant OSCS.
The detection of heparin (Hep) and its contaminant oversulfated chondroitin sulfate (OSCS) is of great importance in clinics but remains challenging. Here, we report a sensitive and selective time-resolved luminescence (TRL) biosensing system for Hep by modulating the photoluminescence of Tb(3+) with guanine-rich ssDNA and Hep-specific AG73 peptide (RKRLQVQLSIRT). With the developed system, Hep including both unfractionated Hep (UFH) and the low molecular weight Hep (LMWH) has been successfully detected with a satisfactory detection limit. Owing to the highly specific interaction between Hep and AG73 peptide, major interfering substances in Hep detection, such as Hep analogs of chondrotin sulfate (Chs) and hyaluronic acid (HA), did not interfere with Hep detection. The established TRL sensing system was then successfully used for monitoring Hep metabolism in living rats by microdialysis. Moreover, the proposed TRL sensing system was further applied to analyze OSCS contaminant in Hep with heparinases treatment by exploring the inhibition effects of OSCS on the activity of heparinases. As low as 0.002% of OSCS in Hep was identified.